Impact Tracker & UQRDM

Impact Tracker is a central, easy-to-use digital solution to organise and report research impact at UQ. Impact Tracker is available to all UQ staff and will help to plan, capture, and report on research impact and engagement and embed impact as a cornerstone of the impact culture at UQ. It provides a platform to collect, store, and organise evidence of any impact and engagement activities for research projects, including radio interviews, meetings, news articles, videos, photographs, reports, emails, social media, tweets, and more.

1. Set up a project directly in Impact Tracker or through UQ Research Data Manager (UQRDM) when creating your UQRDM record.
2. Import publications from UQ eSpace, including non-traditional research outputs.
3. Clip web pages directly to Impact Tracker to compile evidence of the impact your research has.
4. Create case studies and storyboards for various engagement and impact reports.
5. Generate project summaries or evidence reports - for use within grant applications or reporting frameworks.
6. For more information, check the Impact Tracker guide or contact: impacttracker@uq.edu.au

For more UQRDM information rdm.uq.edu.au/resources